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Abstract: A Variable-Speed Wind Turbine (VSWT) can serve as a good reservoir of Kinetic 15 

Energy (KE) for few seconds owing to wide operating rotor speed. Based on this fact, several 16 

approaches have been proposed to introduce synthetic inertial response in VSWT. Usually, this 17 

is accomplished by introducing an additional control loop at the outer most level of the control 18 

hierarchy. However, several key issues including the selection of control parameters and the 19 

effects of wind speed variations on the synthetic inertial support are not addressed. As a result, 20 

the KE reserve is severely under utilized. To address these concerns, in this work, a simple 21 

approach is proposed to control parameter selection which ensures the optimal use of available 22 

KE reserve. Further, to tackle the variable KE reserve, a comprehensive inertia controller using 23 

intelligent learning paradigm is designed. The proposed inertia controller can adapt to wind 24 

speed variations while providing optimum inertial response. Efficacy of the proposed approach 25 

is evaluated over the entire operating range of the VSWT. For further evaluation, wind speed 26 

data from NREL western wind integration is utilized. The results indicate that the proposed 27 

system is quite effective and can maintain an adequate performance over the entire operating 28 

range. 29 

 30 

Keywords Doubly fed induction generators, inertia, load frequency control, neuro-fuzzy 31 

control, particle swarm optimization, variable speed wind turbines 32 
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1. Introduction 34 

During the last two decades, the wind energy generation has grown by almost 20 percent per 35 

year and it is expected to continue at its present rate [1]. Grid integration studies indicate that, 36 

in economically dispatched system, new wind energy installation results in either replacement 37 

or de-loading of the Conventional Power Plants (CPP) [2], [3]. This situation is rather 38 

challenging for utility operators as, traditionally, Wind Farms (WF) do not take part into any 39 

ancillary services [4]-[8].  40 

In the event of any generation and demand mismatch, the grid inertia plays a major role in 41 

maintaining the frequency stability [9]. The inertia, in essence, is the ability to reflect the change 42 

in the generator torque with change in the grid frequency. When it comes to inertia, there is a 43 

fundamental difference between the synchronous generator and the VSWT. In VSWT, the rotor 44 

speed is closely controlled as per prevailing wind speed to track the maximum power point. The 45 

rotor speed is therefore decoupled from the grid frequency. Hence, the VSWT are unable to 46 

provide any inertial support [10]-[11].  47 

The grid integration studies show that, with increased share of wind energy in the generation 48 

mix, the grid inertia will be reduced [2]-[3]. In this scenario, the under-frequency events (loss 49 

of major generating units or transmission lines) are, arguably, the biggest challenge for the utility 50 

operators. To address this issue, utility operators are already in process to include ancillary 51 

support from WF as a grid code requirement [4]-[8]. Nevertheless, the studies indicate the 52 

presence of significant amount of Stored Kinetic Energy (SKE) in the installed wind capacity 53 

even at low wind speeds [12], which can be tapped for the purpose of the inertial support with 54 

a proper control strategy. 55 

The inertial response is an inherent characteristic of the conventional synchronous generator; 56 

to mimic similar response in the VSWT, it is necessary to establish the link between the grid 57 

frequency and the generator torque. Earlier research revealed that, unlike VSWT, fixed speed 58 

WT can respond to frequency deviations and hence can provide some inertial response [11]. It 59 

was found that it is possible to enable a similar link, and hence emulate the inertial response in 60 

the VSWT [11], [13]. The main idea is to modify the generator torque or the active power 61 

reference (based on the control hierarchy) as per grid frequency deviations. Based on this 62 

concept, several inertia emulation approaches have been reported [14]-[30]. Most of the 63 

approaches can be broadly classified into either Governor-Inertia [14]-[25] or Step Over-64 

Production (SOP) [26]-[30]. The Governor-Inertia is in essence a PD controller, which modifies 65 

the generator torque or active power reference (based on control hierarchy) as per grid frequency 66 

deviations. On the other hand, in the SOP approach, the active power reference is increased 67 

above its MPPT requirements for a short duration (usually for few seconds). The magnitude and 68 

the duration of temporary power increase (power boost) is either pre-determined or it is some 69 

function of grid frequency [26].  70 

It is pertinent to note that while emulating inertial response the released kinetic energy, 71 

subsequently, has to be absorbed in order to go back to the pre-disturbance operating point. 72 

Usually, to regain the released the kinetic energy more energy is required to make up for the 73 

losses incurred during energy release [28],[30]. In other words, the over-production period 74 
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(wherein SKE is released by deceleration) is inevitably followed by the under-production period 75 

(wherein SKE is regained by acceleration). From the grid point of view, the end of the additional 76 

power support is seen as a loss of generation. If the synthetic inertial support is not properly 77 

designed, transfer from deceleration to acceleration may cause another frequency disturbance. 78 

In governor-inertia approach, this process is natural and it is determined by the control 79 

parameters and the grid frequency behavior. However, in the SOP approach, usually the under-80 

production has to be designed to accommodate the acceleration period and to limit its effect.  81 

Earlier inertia emulation approaches [16]-[19] were more concentrated on demonstrating the 82 

ability of the VSWT to provide the inertial support. A slightly different approach was proposed 83 

in [22], in this approach, a transient change in slip is introduced inside the inner control loop. A 84 

shaping function is used to inject the temporary change in slip reference to enable the release of 85 

kinetic energy. However, the effects of shaping function on the inertial response were not 86 

evaluated and no clear guidelines were provided for its selection. The need to control the effects 87 

of energy regain (acceleration) by VSWT after the inertial support was emphasized in [19]. 88 

Since then several approaches have been proposed to tackle this issue. For example, smooth 89 

change of active power reference (or torque reference, based on control hierarchy) [30]. Another 90 

approach suggested ending the support of individual WT at different time in a wind farm [27]. 91 

However, there are several key issues, which are usually not addressed, e.g., the co-ordination 92 

of the inertial support duration within a wind farm and its effects on the aggregate inertial 93 

response.  94 

The major challenge in the inertia emulation is the variable speed operation of the VSWT. 95 

The Stored-Kinetic Energy (SKE), in the WT blades and the other rotating masses, is directly 96 

proportional to the rotor speed (which is tightly controlled as per prevailing wind speed). Hence, 97 

the SKE reserve will vary with the wind speed [26], [30]. The other challenge is posed by the 98 

operating limits of the VSWT. Since the rotor speed falls with the release of SKE, care should 99 

be taken that it does not fall beyond its minimum-operating limit (especially in low and medium 100 

wind speed regions). Moreover, the additional power injected should be limited as per the 101 

generator and convertors’ maximum current carrying capacity (in high wind speed regions). 102 

However, most of the approach to inertia emulation [16]-[29] do not address these issues. 103 

Usually, it is a general practice to assume that the mechanical input is constant while 104 

assessing the inertial support in the CPP. However, the same cannot be extended to the VSWT 105 

as the inertial support lasts for several seconds and, within this duration, it is not plausible to 106 

assume constant wind. Therefore, it is essential to accommodate these variations within the 107 

inertial support scheme. In particular, it is more challenging to address the inter-support wind 108 

variations while designing the under-production (acceleration) period. Most of the inertia 109 

emulation approaches [14]-[30] are designed considering constant wind input for the duration 110 

of the inertial support and neglect inter-support wind variations. 111 

The main objective of this work is to exploit the variable speed operation for the benefit of 112 

inertia emulation while addressing aforementioned issue, which has not been considered so far. 113 

The main contribution of this work is twofold: First, for a given wind speed, inertia emulation 114 

is approached as an optimization problem in order to maximize the use of the available kinetic 115 
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energy reserve while limiting the effects of post-support disturbances. Second, a neuro-fuzzy 116 

adaptive inertia controller is proposed which can adapt to the wind speed to provide optimal 117 

inertial response at all possible wind speeds.  118 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Section two provides the details of WT 119 

and micro-grid model used in this study along with the conventional inertia controller. Section 120 

three presents the proposed approach to adaptive inertia emulation.  Simulation results are 121 

presented in section four and section five contains the conclusions. 122 

2. System Model 123 

The VSWT’s ability to provide inertial support is well established. Usually, to emulate 124 

inertial response, a temporary change in active power or generator torque (based on the control 125 

hierarchy) is required to trigger the fall in WT rotor speed and, subsequently, to bring it back as 126 

per MPPT requirements. The required change in the active power or generator torque is achieved 127 

through additional synthetic inertia control loop at the outer most level of the active power 128 

control hierarchy. The main challenge of the inertial emulation is to design a synthetic inertia 129 

control that can adapt to a variable KE reserve.  130 

For the purpose of this work, the VSWT model and test micro-grid used are based on earlier 131 

studies [26]-[30]; to facilitate easier comparison among inertial emulation approaches. The 132 

details of both are provided, very briefly, in this section. The conventional approach (Governor-133 

Inertia or PD) to inertia emulation is also included.  134 

2.1. Wind Turbine Model  135 

The VSWT model used in this study is based on GE 3.6 MW WT [33]-[34]. The WT uses a 136 

Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG). The control of active and reactive power is achieved 137 

through field-oriented control on back-to-back connected converter link in the rotor circuit of 138 

DFIG. The active power control loop of the WT is shown in fig. 1 and the controller details are 139 

provided in the Appendix. All the variables are in p.u. on the basis of rated power of the WT.  140 

The MPPT characteristic of the WT is approximated by setting the reference speed for the 141 

rotor speed control, ωmppt according to the following equation for the active power below 0.75 142 

pu. For the higher values of active power, ωmppt is saturated to 1.2 p.u.[33].   143 

 

Fig. 1 Model of GE 3.6 MW VSWT [33]. The details of the controllers are given in the Appendix. 
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            0.51P1.41P0.67 meas
2

measmppt                                                                                           (1) 144 

More details about the WT model can be found in [33]. Note that since the control loop for 145 

inertia emulation is located at the outermost level of the active power control hierarchy, the 146 

proposed approach can be applied to any VSWT configuration with few modifications. 147 

2.2. Inertia Emulation 148 

For the purpose of inertia emulation, it is necessary to establish the link between grid 149 

frequency deviations and the generator torque. The Governor-Inertia (PD) approach is based on 150 

this notion. The inertia controller based on this approach is shown in fig. 2. The controller injects 151 

the signal based on grid frequency deviations to modify the generator torque reference and to 152 

compensate the effects of MPPT control. To avoid the unnecessary stress on the WT, the 153 

controller is activated only for large under-frequency deviations. In this work, the inertia 154 

controller is activated for the grid frequency deviations greater than 300 mHz based on Hydro-155 

Quebec’s recommendations for inertia emulation [8]. 156 

2.3. Micro Grid Model 157 

The test system consists of a micro-grid having a wind farm and a hydro power plant (fig. 3). 158 

The wind farm has six GE 3.6 MW WTs. The wind to hydro generation ratio is considered to 159 

be 20%. The WT model and the micro-grid are implemented in Simulink/MATLAB on a 160 

Windows based PC with Intel i7 Processor and 8GB RAM.  161 

The micro-grid is similar to the test system used in [26], [30] for the inertial capacity 162 

evaluation. Hence, adopting it for the proposed inertia control will allow for the comparative 163 

evaluation. 164 

3. Proposed Approach 165 

The main objective of the proposed approach is to exploit the variable speed operation of 166 

VSWT for the benefit of inertia emulation. In order to achieve this, two major challenges of the 167 

inertia emulation, arising from the change in slope of the power speed curve (MPPT 168 

characteristic) with wind speed variation, must be addressed: wind speed dependent kinetic 169 

energy reserve and WT operating constraints (rotor speed limits and maximum power limit).  170 

 

Fig. 2.  Generic Governor-Inertia (PD) Controller [19]
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For this purpose, both Governor-Inertia and SOP can be modified. The SOP approach 171 

provides more flexibility in effectively utilizing the available SKE reserve [30]. However, the 172 

inter-support wind speed variations are quiet difficult to accommodate in this approach. On the 173 

other hand, it is natural and relatively easier to control in the Governor-Inertia approach, as the 174 

inertial response is determined by fewer parameters. Hence, in this work, the Governor-Inertia 175 

approach is selected for further improvement. 176 

Since the inertial response provided by the inertia controller is determined by its control 177 

parameters (Kfp and Kfd, fig. 2), their selection is of paramount importance. For a given wind 178 

speed, the parameter selection has to be made in such a way that it is possible to extract as much 179 

kinetic energy as possible while staying within WT’s operating bounds and limiting the effect 180 

of post-support period. In other words, for a given wind speed (and hence for a kinetic energy 181 

reserve), the parameter selection problem can be viewed as an optimization problem with 182 

various conflicting objectives, i.e., to minimize frequency nadir and Rate-of-Change-of-183 

Frequency (by releasing more kinetic energy) and to minimize the post-support disturbances (by 184 

limiting the release of kinetic energy). The problem can be solved with any meta-heuristics 185 

approach; however, the optimized control parameters will provide an optimum performance for 186 

the particular wind speed only (for which they were optimized). For the other wind speeds, their 187 

performance will be sub-optimal. To alleviate this problem, it is necessary to make the inertia 188 

controller adaptive to wind speed variations.  189 

For this purpose, a well-known learning paradigm based on Adaptive Network based Fuzzy 190 

Inference System (ANFIS) [32] is used to model the Governor-Inertia controller. The proposed 191 

ANFIS-based inertia controller, named Adaptive Inertia Controller (AIC), is designed in two 192 

steps, as shown in fig. 4. In the first step, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to 193 

optimize the performance of the Governor-Inertia controller for various wind speeds. The 194 

optimized parameters are than used to generate the learning data for an ANFIS based network. 195 

In the second step, the generated data is used for the supervised learning of the ANFIS network. 196 

The resulting ANFIS network after the training, can adapt to the wind speed variations while 197 

providing the optimal inertial response. In addition, it can cope with the inter-support wind speed 198 

variations.  199 

 200 

 

Fig. 3.  The micro-grid used in the study [26], [30] 
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3.1.Optimizing Inertial Response using PSO 201 

The variable speed operation of WT poses several challenges for inertia emulation. However, 202 

it provides a good opportunity to efficiently tap the kinetic energy reserves for the grid support 203 

purposes; as the rotor speed can be allowed to fall much deeper than in the conventional 204 

synchronous generators. The previous studies [26], [30] suggest that the WT considered in this 205 

work can provide inertial response in the range of 7-11 m/s. Below 7 m/s wind speeds, the WT 206 

rotor speed wr is very close to its minimum operating limit. This prohibits the further reduction 207 

in wr for the inertia support. On the other hand, as the wind speed approaches its rated value, 208 

11.3 m/s, it is not possible to inject additional power for inertial support without overburdening 209 

the DFIG and convertors in the rotor circuit.  210 

As mentioned earlier, the control parameter selection for the inertial support loop can be 211 

viewed as an optimization problem with the following objectives: minimize the frequency nadir 212 

and Rate-of-Change-of-Frequency (ROCOF) while curtailing the effects of post-support 213 

duration when WT is regaining its kinetic energy. These objectives are conflicting, i.e., the more 214 

kinetic energy is released to counter the fall of frequency, the more severe will be the post-215 

support disturbance. The main aim is to find a pair of control parameters (kfp and kfd) that can 216 

balance both objectives. For this purpose, the following function is proposed: 217 

     332211 fwfwfwPf                                                                                   (2) 218 








otherwise,10

satisfiedaresconstraintallif,0
P

5
                                                      (3) 219 

 fminff ref1                                                      (4) 220 

 ROCOFmaxf2                                                      (5) 221 

 mppttpr3 ssef   supporost,                                                   (6) 222 

Where, P is a penalty function, fref is the grid frequency (50 or 60 Hz), f is the frequency 223 

response obtained with a given pair of control parameters and sse is the sum squared error. The 224 

penalty function is used to evaluate the WT operating constraints (minimum and maximum rotor 225 

speed limits, maximum power limit); high penalty is assigned if any of the constraints are 226 

violated. The second (f1) and third (f2) part of the function, respectively, evaluate frequency 227 

nadir and ROCOF. These parts of the fitness function favor the control parameters that result in 228 

  

Fig. 4.  Proposed Approach to Adaptive Inertia Emulation 
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more kinetic energy injection. On the other hand, the third part, f3, evaluates the post-support 229 

disturbances by minimizing the difference between post-support rotor speed (ωr, post-support) and 230 

rotor speed reference as per MPPT requirements (ωmppt). It favors the control parameters which 231 

limit the release of kinetic energy. As the function is multi-objective, the Weight Aggregation 232 

Technique [35] is used to balance the conflicting objectives with the help of three weights: w1, 233 

w2 and w3. In this work, w1, w2 and w3 are set to [0.25, 0.55, and 0.25] based on trial and error. 234 

3.1.1. Particle Swarm Optimization 235 

PSO is a population based search algorithm, which relies on the notion of search through 236 

social co-operation [36]. The algorithm mimics the social behavior of the bird flock or fish 237 

school for the search purposes. Each individual in the population, called particle, is a massless 238 

object moving in a search space based on its two memory attributes: cognitive and social. In the 239 

canonical version of the algorithm [36]-[37], throughout the search process, the cognitive 240 

memory stores particle’s own best position in the search space whereas the social memory 241 

records the best performance of the entire swarm. Each particle’s next move, called velocity, is 242 

directed by its current position in the search space, social memory and cognitive memory while 243 

their influences are controlled by three search parameters: inertia weight w and acceleration 244 

parameters c1 and c2.  245 

In this work, the canonical version of PSO with a decreasing inertia weight [37] is considered. 246 

For the ith particle, the velocity (vi) and position (xi) are updated using: 247 

     i22ii11ii xgbestrcxpbestrcvwv                                                (7) 248 

   iii vxx                                          (8) 249 

where pbesti is the best position attained by the ith particle so far (cognitive memory) and 250 

gbest is the best position of the best performing particle in the group (social memory), r1 and r2 251 

are uniform random numbers in [0,1]. The inertia weight (w) is set to decrease with the iteration 252 

from 0.9 to 0.4 and the acceleration constants (c1 and c2) are set to 2 [37]. More details about 253 

the algorithm can be found in [36]-[37].   254 

3.1.2. Optimization Results 255 

The control parameters, Kfp and Kfd, were optimized using the fitness function given by (2) 256 

for several wind speeds from 7 to 11 m/s. For each wind speed, ten optimization runs were 257 

performed, each set to terminate when the Maximum Function Evaluations (Max. FE, fixed to 258 

2500) is reached. Fig. 5 shows the convergence plots, averaged over ten runs, for several wind 259 

speeds. For each wind speed, the best result (pair of control parameters) out of ten runs is 260 

selected and are shown in Table 1.  261 

Note that, for almost all the wind speeds, the optimal transaction of the kinetic energy with 262 

the grid is achieved with very low values of the derivative gain, Kfd, as seen in Table 1. This can 263 

be explained by the weak nature of the test system. A higher derivative gain is likely to cause 264 
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frequency overshoot [17] after the WT acceleration, i.e., increased post-support disturbance, and 265 

consequently increase in f3 and total fitness, f. For this reason, during search process particles 266 

searching in the region of smaller Kfd are likely to yield better fitness and, hence, favored. 267 

3.2. Adaptive Inertia Controller 268 

In the next step, the control responses of the inertia controllers, optimized for different wind 269 

speeds, are collected. These responses represent the control action that will result in optimal 270 

inertial support. The objective is to combine these responses in a single controller (fig. 6), with 271 

wind speed and frequency deviation as inputs and control response as output, to ensure the 272 

optimized inertial response at all wind speeds, hence, ensuring adequate response over the whole 273 

operating range.  274 
 275 
 276 

3.2.1. Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 277 

ANFIS was proposed by Jang [31]-[32] to introduce the learning capabilities, similar to 278 

neural networks, into Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Jang proposed a Generalized Neural 279 

Network (GNN) [31], which enables the embedding of FIS in the framework of neural networks. 280 

In ANFIS, if-then rules of the FIS are represented as a layer of multilayer feed-forward GNN. 281 

This network based representation of FIS, allows the tuning of both premise and consequent 282 

parameters through supervised learning similar to neural networks. Hence, for the given input-283 

output data pair, it is possible to adjust the input MFs (premise parameters) and rule base 284 

(consequent parameters) to model the desired input-output relationships. 285 

To understand the ANFIS learning procedure, consider an if-then rule of a Sugeno FIS with 286 

two inputs,  287 

    If (x is Ai) and (y is Bi) then (fi = pi x + qi y + ri)                                                           (9) 288 

where x and y are inputs; Ai and Bi are their respective MFs. i=1…n, n is number of MFs. 289 

Each MF is defined by certain parameters based on its shape, e.g., Gaussian MF can be defined 290 

with two parameters, αi and βi, as follows,  291 

 
Fig. 5.  Convergence plots for different wind 

speeds averaged over ten runs 
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Table 1: Optimization Results for 
Different wind speeds after ten Runs 

Vw 
(m/s) 

Best Solution Fitness 

kfp kfd Mean Std. 

7.0 0.53 0.01 0.38 3.57E-06 

7.5 0.50 0.01 0.38 3.25E-05 

8.0 0.48 0.01 0.37 9.27E-05 

8.5 0.44 0.01 0.37 1.07E-04 

9.0 0.40 0.01 0.37 1.30E-04 

9.5 0.36 0.01 0.35 1.06E-04 

10.0 0.17 0.02 0.40 4.58E-05 

10.5 0.17 0.02 0.41 9.33E-05 

11.0 0.15 0.06 0.41 1.28E-05 
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The objective of the ANFIS training is to tune the premise (αi, βi) and consequent (pi, qi, ri) 293 

parameters in order to minimize the difference in network output and actual output for a given 294 

pairs of training input-output data pairs. More details about the ANFIS training and design can 295 

be found in [32].  296 

3.2.2. Learning Data 297 

To generate the learning data for the supervised training of the ANFIS network, time domain 298 

simulations were performed for several wind speeds from 7 m/s to 11 m/s. For each wind speed, 299 

the corresponding optimized inertial parameters are used. The contingency is simulated by 300 

introducing 0.1 pu step load change in the test micro-grid system (fig. 3). The consequent 301 

frequency deviation (Δf) and control response (ΔT) were recorded along with the wind speed 302 

(vw). At the end of this exercise, learning data containing 28743 input-output pairs was stored in 303 

three vectors (one for each variable); approximately 80% (22994) of the learning data was used 304 

for the training and the remaining 20% (5749) were used for the testing. 305 

3.2.3. ANFIS Training and Results 306 

The proposed ANFIS controller was designed in MATLAB R2010b using Fuzzy Logic Tool-307 

Box. Since the proposed controller is relatively simple with only two inputs (vw, ∆f) and single 308 

output (∆T), a simple grid-partition scheme is used for the learning data classification and initial 309 

fuzzy architecture design. For each input variable, five Gaussian membership functions were 310 

used, resulting in 25 (52) rules. The ANFIS network was trained using hybrid learning algorithm, 311 

i.e., Least Square Estimate (LSE) to tune the consequent parameters in the forward pass and 312 

back-propagation algorithm to tune premise parameters during backward pass. The results of 313 

the ANFIS training are shown in fig. 7 and the details of the trained ANFIS are provided in the 314 

appendix. Fig. 7(a)-7(b) show the MFs of premise variables before and after the training. The 315 

effects of training on the premise parameters (αi, βi) are clearly visible on the MFs of grid 316 

 
Fig. 6.  Adaptive Inertia Controller 
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frequency deviation (fig. 7(a)). The fuzzy if-then rules and tuned consequent parameters (pi, qi, 317 

ri) are shown in Appendix (Table A1). The final control surface is shown in fig. 7(c).  318 

To test the trained ANFIS, its output was compared to the desired output using testing data. 319 

Fig. 7(d) shows the Quantile-Quantile plot of the ANFIS output and actual output. It can be 320 

observed that the plots align almost perfectly with x=y line, which indicates that both (ANFIS 321 

and actual output) data distributions are identical. Hence, it can be safely discerned that the 322 

trained ANFIS network (named Adaptive Inertia Controller, AIC) can adequately model the 323 

training data (optimal inertial responses at all wind speeds).  324 

  325 

 

 

(a)                                                                      (b) 

  

(c)                                                                      (d) 

Fig. 7.  The Results of ANFIS training and validation:  a) Frequency Deviation MFs; initial - solid line, 
final - dashed line  b) Wind Speed MFs; initial - solid line, final - dashed line c) Control surface of the 
trained network  d) Quantile-Quantile plot of ANFIS output and actual output 
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4. Simulation Results 326 

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed approach, time-domain simulations were performed 327 

on the test micro-grid. Several scenarios were considered, including no support from WT, 328 

inertial support using conventional Governor-Inertia (PD) controller and inertial support 329 

through the proposed controller (AIC). For the PD inertia controller, the control parameters 330 

optimized for 10.5 m/s were used, as the operating constraints near rated wind speeds are more 331 

stringent. During simulations, violation of WT operating constraints was observed when 332 

parameters optimized for lower wind speeds are used near rated wind speeds. The inertial 333 

performances were evaluated for different wind speeds ranging from 7-11 m/s. The results of 334 

these tests are shown in Table 2 and fig. 8. For the comparison, three performance metrics have 335 

been selected [39]: Frequency Nadir (fmin), maximum ROCOF, CPP’s maximum Rate-of-336 

Change-of-Power (ROCOP). Following the disturbance, to prevent the load-rejection it is 337 

important to limit the frequency nadir below load-shedding limit. The second metric, maximum 338 

ROCOF, is equally important and should be limited below thresholds for the islanding detection. 339 

The last metric, CPP’s ROCOP is included to evaluate the effects of synthetic inertia on CPP.  340 

 

(a)                                                                      (b) 

  

(c)                                                                      (d) 
Fig. 8. Performance of inertia emulating architectures at different wind speeds. a) Improvement in 
frequency nadir b) Peak inertial support power c) Duration of the inertial support d) Deviation in WT 
rotor speed 
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It is evident from the results, listed in Table 2, that with the proposed approach minimum 341 

frequency nadir is achieved at almost all wind speeds, except near rated wind speeds (10.5 to 342 

11.0 m/s). Similar improvements are observed in maximum ROCOF and CPP’s maximum 343 

ROCOP as well, as the proposed approach enables the release of maximum possible kinetic 344 

energy while limiting post-support disturbances. The Governor-Inertia (PD) is more effective 345 

near rated wind speeds (10.5 to 11.0 m/s), as its parameters are optimized for this region.  346 

The proposed controller, due to its adaptive nature and training can maintain near optimum 347 

performance throughout the WT’s operating range. This fact is evident in fig. 8(a), which shows 348 

the improvement in frequency nadir from the No-Support scenario, obtained at different wind 349 

speeds with both the inertia emulating architectures. Moreover, with the proposed controller, 350 

WT can inject more active power (fig. 8(b)) for longer time durations (fig. 8(c)) owing to 351 

effective extraction of kinetic energy as evident by the larger fall in WT rotor speed (fig. 8(d)). 352 

For a further evaluation of the proposed scheme, a wind profile (fig. 9(a)) was extracted from 353 

the weather data used in NREL’s Western Wind and Solar Integration Study (WWSIS)  354 

 [38]. With this wind profile, two disturbances are applied to the test micro-grid: Disturbance-355 

A (0.1 pu step change in load at t=50 s) and Disturbance-B (0.1 pu step change in load at t=170 356 

s). The results of these simulations are depicted in fig. 9. 357 

The deviations in the WT rotor speed following the disturbances are shown in fig. 9(b), which 358 

indicate that, with the proposed inertia controller, the fall in the rotor speed is significantly 359 

higher, i.e. the proposed approach enables the optimum release of kinetic energy. The injection 360 

of additional active power, following the disturbances, can be observed in fig. 9(c). As expected, 361 

the support power injected by the proposed approach is much higher than PD. The consequent 362 

grid frequency deviations and CPP turbine’s response are depicted in fig. 9(d) and 9(e), 363 

respectively. The proposed approach is able to perform better during both disturbances A and 364 

B, owing to the efficient use of kinetic energy; with AIC, the drop in grid frequency is improved 365 

by approximately 32% (for both the disturbances) while with PD the same is approximately 366 

15% (for both the disturbances). 367 

Table 2: Comparative Evaluation of Inertia Emulating Architectures 

Vw (m/s) 

No Support PD AIC 

fmin(Hz) 
Max. 

ROCOF 
(Hz/s) 

CPP's 
Max. 

ROCOP 
(pu/s)  

fmin(Hz) 
Max. 

ROCOF 
(Hz/s) 

CPP's 
Max. 

ROCOP 
(pu/s)  

fmin(Hz) 
Max. 

ROCOF 
(Hz/s) 

CPP's 
Max. 

ROCOP 
(pu/s)  

7.0 48.31 0.400 0.058 48.53 0.224 0.049 48.82 0.122 0.039 

7.5 48.31 0.400 0.058 48.55 0.214 0.048 48.83 0.121 0.038 

8.0 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.56 0.202 0.047 48.84 0.119 0.038 

8.5 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.59 0.187 0.047 48.86 0.117 0.038 

9.0 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.61 0.169 0.046 48.87 0.116 0.039 

9.5 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.65 0.141 0.046 48.95 0.119 0.040 

10.0 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.76 0.105 0.045 48.76 0.109 0.047 

10.5 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.75 0.103 0.045 48.75 0.112 0.047 

11.0 48.31 0.399 0.058 48.73 0.113 0.045 48.71 0.127 0.047 
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The higher the amount of release kinetic energy, the higher the rotor speed deviation and 368 

consequently, higher will be a difference (ωerror) in WT rotor speed (ωr) and MPPT reference 369 

speed (ωmppt) at the end of the acceleration. After inertial support, following the WT 370 

acceleration, the speed controller tries to restore ωr back to ωmppt by minimizing ωerror; during 371 

this process small perturbations are caused in the rotor speed and ,consequently, in the WT 372 

active power. These perturbations in the injected power leads to a small frequency overshoot 373 

after WT acceleration with, both, PD and AIC; as seen in fig. 9(d) approximately after t = 65 s 374 

(following disturbance - A) and after t = 185 s (following disturbance – B). Note that the test 375 

micro-grid is more susceptible to the perturbations caused by the speed controller. However, in 376 

the practical scenario, the WFs are usually connected to the stiffer grid and hence the rotor speed 377 

perturbations after switchover to MPPT are likely to have very small effect on the grid 378 

frequency. 379 

5. Conclusions 380 

In this work, an Adaptive Inertia Controller is proposed to exploit the variable speed 381 

operation for the benefit of the synthetic inertial response. The proposed controller can optimally 382 

transfer the stored kinetic energy from the VSWT to the grid while limiting the post-support 383 

disturbances. The performance of the proposed controller was compared with the conventional 384 

governor-inertia controller for various wind speeds. The results indicate that the proposed 385 

controller can provide superior performance at almost all wind speeds owing to capability to 386 

provide optimal inertial support as per prevailing wind speed. In addition, the proposed 387 

controller can easily accommodate inter-support wind variations, the results obtained with the 388 

variable speed wind profile corroborate this fact.  389 

The focus of this work has been improved inertial control for an individual WT. Further step 390 

in the direction of practical inertia emulation can be design of a co-ordination strategy among 391 

WT, considering wake effect and local turbulences. A wind farm level co-ordination can lead 392 

to enhanced use of available kinetic energy reserve.   393 
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 394 

         

(a)                                                                      (b) 

  

(c)                                                                      (d) 

 

(e) 

Fig. 9. VSWT’s responses with different inertia architectures, for a step load increase at t=50s and at 
t=170 s. a) wind profile b) VSWT rotor speed c) injected power d) grid frequency response e) CPP 
turbine’s response 
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Appendix 395 

1) WT Parameters:   396 

R=52 m, HWT=5.19 s, λopt = 8.25, Cp opt = 0.5023, 0.5ρAr = 0.00145 397 

2) Swing equation:     398 

e2
e 2

r
WT r

WT

P Pdw mH w P P w dt
r mdt H w

r


      399 

3) WT control parameters:  400 

Pitch controller (
k
ip

k
pp s

 ): kpp=150, kip=25,  401 

Speed Controller (
k
iwk

pw s
 ): kpw=3.0, kiw=0.6, 402 

 Filter ( 1

1 fsT
): Tf = 5.0 s,     Converter Model ( 1

1 consT
): Tcon = 0.02 s  403 

4) Hydro Plant Parameters:  404 

TG = 0.2 s, TW = 1.0 s, TR = 5.0 s, Rp,eq = 0.05, RT = 0.38, Heq = 3.0 s, D = 1.0 s, Ki=0.2 405 

5) CP co-efficients:  406 

α0,0 = -4.1909e-1, α0,1 = 2.1808e-1, α0,2 = -1.2406e-2, α0,3 = -1.3365e-4, α0,4 = 1.1524e-5,  407 

α1,0 = -6.7606e-2, α1,1 = 6.0405e-2, α1,2 = -1.3934e-2, α1,3 = 1.0683e-3, α1,4 = -2.3895e-5,  408 

   α2,0 = 1.5727e-2, α2,1 = -1.0996e-2, α2,2 = 2.1495e-3, α2,3 = -1.4855e-4, α2,4 = 2.7937e-6,  409 

α3,0 = -8.6018e-4, α3,1 = 5.7051e-4, α3,2 = -1.0479e-4, α3,3 = 5.9924e-6, α3,4 = -8.9194e-8,  410 

   α4,0 = 1.4787e-5, α4,1 = -9.4839e-6, α4,2 = 1.6167e-6, α4,3 = -7.1535e-8, α4,4 = 4.9868e-10 411 

 412 

6) Fuzzy Inference: 413 

Wind Speed (vw) and Grid Frequency Deviation (∆f) MFs –  414 

Extremely-Low (1), Very-Low (2), Low (3), Medium (4), Near-Rated (5)   415 
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Table A1: Fuzzy Rules and Consequent Parameters after training 416 

Rules Consequent Parameters 

vw ∆f p q r 

1 1 0.00 0.42 0.06 

1 2 0.04 -0.01 0.18 

1 3 0.00 0.47 0.15 

1 4 -0.02 0.00 0.09 

1 5 0.51 0.03 -0.01 

2 1 0.49 0.02 0.00 

2 2 0.02 0.39 -0.05 

2 3 0.01 0.47 0.05 

2 4 0.00 0.45 -0.19 

2 5 0.00 0.00 0.12 

3 1 0.52 -0.05 -0.01 

3 2 0.55 0.16 0.02 

3 3 -0.09 -0.02 0.12 

3 4 -0.05 0.00 0.17 

3 5 0.02 0.40 -0.16 

4 1 0.00 0.00 0.14 

4 2 0.54 0.04 0.01 

4 3 0.51 0.20 0.00 

4 4 0.53 0.07 0.00 

4 5 -0.15 0.00 0.11 

5 1 0.00 0.17 -0.06 

5 2 -0.03 -0.02 0.13 

5 3 0.01 0.09 0.03 

5 4 0.00 0.48 -0.03 

5 5 0.53 -0.01 0.00 

 417 

418 
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